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Abstract— In this paper we propose a set-point-generator
(SPG) for indirect-force-controlled (IFC) manipulators, interact-
ing with mechanisms, which impose narrow bilateral kinematic
constraints on their end effector, like doors, cabinets and draw-
ers. These mechanisms could also have dynamic properties,
due to their inertia, friction and gravity, which demands to
consider applied forces when choosing a set-point for the IFC.
Neither the type of the constraint (linear, circular), nor required
manipulation forces are assumed to be known.

The proposed SPG consists of two parts: i) estimating the
single direction of possible motion based on filtering of the
measured end effector velocities; and ii) choosing an appropri-
ate set-point for the underlying IFC, resulting in an effective
operation of the mechanism. A major aspect of our approach
is to explore the kinematic constraints with the manipulators
desired set-point, avoiding direct force control, as the required
interaction force is unknown and hence there is no definite
reference force.

The presented approach is a generalization of our previous
work on constrained manipulation of unknown mechanisms and
extends the applicability to a wider class of manipulators by
considering joint-level IFC and taking into account the applied
forces in yielding a robust and effective controller.

The approach is evaluated in various experiments on a
manipulator, providing joint space compliance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Direct force control is one way of controlling contact

tasks without accurate position information. However, if the

required forces are unknown or subject to changes, which

is the case for many mechanisms in human environment,

it is hard to find an appropriate reference force. Indirect

force control schemes (IFC) control the interaction, as the

name implies, indirectly in terms of a certain relationship

between desired and actual manipulator configuration. The

most popular approach among these schemes is impedance

control, formulated by Hogan in his seminal paper [1], but

also a simple PD-controller with feedforward compensation

of the gravitational forces (PD+) can be interpreted as an

IFC, provided that the gains are low enough to realize

compliant behavior.

Since then, considerable works have been published on

contact tasks for IFC robots, where the focus has mainly

been on the generation of a certain force at the end effector.

Early work of Lasky and Hsia proposes an impedance-

set-point controller, capable of tracking a desired force for

unknown environmental stiffness [2]. Seraji and Colbaugh

present two force tracking schemes within the impedance

control framework [3]. Jung et. al. present an adaptive

impedance controller, also tracking force in contact with

(a) kinematic constraint, linear trajectory (b) kinematic and dynamic constraint

(c) circular trajectory (d) changing required interaction forces

Fig. 1. Constraint manipulation tasks in human environment

an unknown environment [4]. These force tracking schemes

are in particular interesting for industrial applications where

the robot is in contact with a workpiece (e.g. deburring,

grinding). In service robotics, often the actual applied forces

are of less importance than the fulfillment of a certain task,

like opening/closing a door or drawer.

Such constraint manipulation tasks are of major impor-

tance in the context of domestic robots and were addressed

by many authors. Related works on constrained manipulation

in human environment often regard it as a planning problem,

e.g. [5], [6], [7], [8]. These approaches require in general

specific knowledge about the constraints, imposed by the

manipulated objects, which makes them prone to modeling

errors and uncertainties. A general framework for manipu-

lation under physical constraints is presented in [9], merg-

ing a Kalman filter based constraint estimator and hybrid

force/position control. However, the assumption of separable

velocity- and force-controllable subspaces cannot be guar-

anteed, when operating in human environment, e.g. spring

loaded doors. Jain et al. address the particular task of pulling

open doors and drawers by setting an appropriate equilibrium

point for the manipulator and using a prosthetic hook as

end effector [10]. They made specific assumptions regarding

the type of the constrained trajectory (linear/circular) and

the required forces. Special hardware devices and additional

sensors (e.g. tactile modules) are utilized as well, for example

in [11], to realize physical compliance or gain additional

knowledge about the constraint. In [12] and [13] compliance
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was used to push a door open. In [14] a simple but effective

strategy for opening an unknown door is presented, utilizing

Cartesian force commands and implying knowledge about

the required interaction forces. Summarizing, one can state,

existing approaches either lack enough generality and robust-

ness, do not consider required interaction forces or restrict

the applicability to a small class of manipulators. Especially

the fact, that required interaction forces are neglected is

surprising, as many mechanisms in human environment have

dynamic properties. This problem is captured in [15], where

kinematic and dynamic properties of constraints are modeled

in a unifying framework. This work however, focuses on the

modeling aspect of the problem and does not address model

uncertainties, nor any real-world applications.

In [16], we proposed an interaction controller for an

admittance controlled mobile manipulator combined with a

constraint estimator, based on filtering of the end effector ve-

locity. The present work is a generalization of this approach

to a wider class of robots. While the strategy developed

in [16] was specific to admittance controlled robots, we

formulate a more general method, which should be realizable

on any IFC manipulator. Simple IFCs, like the PD+ con-

troller, provide compliance at joint level, hence the Cartesian

positioning error is not aligned with the applied end effector

forces. The actual misalignment depends on the manipulator

configuration, its kinematics and the joint controller gains,

respectively virtual joint stiffness. For the kinematics of our

KUKA-LWR, this misalignment can be easily larger than

50◦ for equal stiffness in every joint, even for descent values

(> 0.1) of the manipulability µ =
√

detJJT , with J as the

manipulator Jacobian (see Equation (1)). This misalignment

is also often neglected by many authors working with com-

pliant joint controllers, e.g. [10].

In the present paper, we propose a specific constrained

manipulation approach for manipulators with joint-level IFC.

However, the application for Cartesian compliance is straight

forward and its effectiveness has already been demonstrated

in [16]. We do not assume detailed knowledge neither about

the constraints, nor the required interaction forces. Especially

the unknown forces make it hard to apply force tracking

schemes. So, instead of tracking desired forces directly, we

probe the manipulators workspace with its desired configu-

ration, while continuously estimating the current direction of

motion in Cartesian space.

To our best knowledge, robotic implementations utilizing

IFC in this context, was first used in [10] and our own

work presented in [16]. However, interaction forces were not

explicitly considered in neither of these earlier works.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Manipulator Representation

The very basics of robotic manipulation are assumed to be

known, hence only the relations directly in connection to the

present work are summarized. The configuration of a manip-

ulator with N degrees of freedom (DoF) is described by a set

of N generalized coordinates q, which are for revolute joints

usually the joint angles. The base Jacobian J(q) relates the

six-dimensional generalized end effector velocity or twist v

to the joint velocities q̇ in the instantaneous kinematics

v =

(

ṗ

ω

)

= J(q)q̇, (1)

with ṗ and ω being three-dimensional vectors representing

the translational and rotational velocity of the end effector.

Another useful property of J is, that its transpose relates

the end effector forces f and moments m, both three-

dimensional, to joint torques

τ = JTh (2)

where h = (f m)T is called the end effector wrench.

B. Indirect Force Control

We consider all control architectures, which establish a

static relationship between the deviation of the manipulators

actual configuration from the desired one and the applied

forces or torques, utilizing a virtual stiffness matrix KP .

This relationship can be either established at the end ef-

fector or at joint level, where joint-level compliance is in

general easier to realize, since it does not necessarily require

force/torque sensors. Examples of such control architectures

are impedance type control or stiffness control, but the

simplest variant of an IFC is probably a PD-controller with

compensation of the gravitational forces:

τ cmd = KPqe −KDq̇ + g(q),

where KP and KD are N × N diagonal matrices, g(q)
are the torques to compensate gravitational effects and

qe = qd − q, with qd as the desired manipulator config-

uration. The general stability and robustness of most IFC

schemes was shown in multiple publications, e.g. [17], [18].

With qd, the SPG indirectly sets a static interaction torque

equal to KPqe
1.

Fig. 2 depicts the simplified control scheme for an IFC-

based architecture. If the SPG is part of the closed loop

system (dotted line) the system can potentially become

instable even though the IFC and the SPG are stable on their

own. To overcome this in the present work, we require the

SPG having a big enough time constant for being regarded as

a quasi-static element, so that the feedback can be neglected.

SPG IFC Robot

τext

qd τcmd q

Fig. 2. Simplified IFC control scheme

1Since the IFC gives us only an interface to the static components of
τ cmd, only static components of forces and torques are regarded from now
on without explicitly mentioning it
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C. Interpretation of End Effector Constraints

As this work has a strong practical motivation we will

use certain properties of every day mechanisms and ways of

interacting with them.

We assume the environment as a mechanical system with

1 DoF, which applies for many real world mechanisms

like doors or drawers. Furthermore, we assume the contact

between the end effector and the environment is taking place

at some interaction point, which imposes bilateral constraints

only on the translational DoFs of the end effector. This

assumption is practically motivated, as with most types of

grippers, it is hard to achieve a full mechanical coupling at

the interaction point. Some grasping strategies (e.g. caging

grasps [19]) even explicitely aim for relaxing the task con-

straints. Therefore, we assume the end effector orientation, at

least locally, unconstrained. Hence, the end effector transla-

tional motion is restricted to a one-dimensional trajectory in

space which is determined by the mechanism it is interacting

with. The type of the predefined trajectory (linear, circular)

and its characteristics (arc, direction) are unknown. Thus, for

stiff environments, ṗ is aligned with the three-dimensional

unit vector dp, denoting the single possible direction of

motion.

D. Orthogonal Decomposition of Interaction Forces

An important aspect of our work is, that we consider con-

straints with dynamic properties, which practically means,

that forces need to be applied along dp to operate the

mechanism. Still, we want to avoid explicit modeling of the

environmental dynamics, since it is probably impossible to

model every potential case. Instead, we decompose interac-

tion forces into parallel and perpendicular components with

respect to dp. Therefore, the commanded interaction force

f cmd, generated by the IFC, can be orthogonally decomposed

according to

f cmd = f cmd⊥ + f cmd‖

f cmd‖ = P pf cmd

f cmd⊥ = (I3 − P p)f cmd.

The projection matrix P p = dpd
T
p maps any three-

dimensional vector on dp and I3 is the 3×3 identity matrix.

The goal of the SPG is to select a set point qd, which leads

to a static force component along dp, while erroneous forces,

perpendicular to dp, should be avoided as much as possible.

III. SET-POINT-GENERATOR FOR JOINT-LEVEL-IFC

Our SPG output is based on a simple estimator for dp.

We employ the same technique as in [16], which will be

recapitulated in section III-A before the SPG strategy for a

joint-level IFC is presented in section III-B.

A. Local Constraint Estimation

As proposed by [14] in their approach of following the

path of least resistance, we are applying a filter to obtain an

estimate of dp, denoted as d̂p. Unlike [14], we are filtering

the translational Cartesian velocity ṗ. For this, we are using a

simple moving average filter, which is the unweighted mean

of the previous n measurements, where n denotes the order

of the filter. For a discrete filter, one can write

d̂p = norm(
1

n

n
∑

k=0

ṗ[i− k]) (3)

where ṗ[i] is the end effector translational velocity measure-

ment at time step i. The normalization

norm(x) =
x

||x||

brings d̂p to unit length. In addition, we define a deadband

with a threshold vth for the estimator. If |ṗ| < vth, the mea-

surement is dropped and some constant vector is assigned to

ṗ, e.g. along some end effector axis or the last valid estimate.

The main purpose of this action is to reject small, hence

noisy velocity measurements from the estimate, but also to

initialize the movement along some known direction when no

motion is present. This is important, as at the beginning of the

manipulation, only small, noisy motions would be detected,

leading to oscillations and potential failure of the task. This

local estimate allows us to track different trajectories without

having to fit a curve or knowing the type (circular, linear,

etc.) of the constraint trajectory. The smaller n is chosen,

the faster the estimation will react to changes of the actual

direction. However, the consequential negative effects on

stability and increased volatility of the estimate require a

conservative choice for n. This results in a big time constant

for the SPG, fulfilling the stability requirements from section

II-B.

B. Set Point Selection

Using the estimated direction of possible motion d̂p from

Equation (3), the set point is selected incrementally for

every ∆T = t[i+ 1]− t[i] to “explore” the constraint, in

order to accumulate a static force along d̂p. As end effector

orientation is assumed locally unconstrained, the desired,

normalized wrench direction is [d̂p 0]T . Due to (2) the

according joint space position increment per time step,

leading to a force increment in Cartesian space, is

δqexp = K−1

P JT

(

κd̂p

0

)

∆T, (4)

where κ > 0 is the desired slope of the force along d̂p,

regulating the speed of the exploration and having the unit

N/s. From (4) we can obtain the estimated direction in joint

space with

d̂q = norm(δqexp)

The according N ×N projection matrix is P q = d̂qd̂
T

q .

The set point at t[i+ 1] is finally obtained with

qd[i+ 1] = q[i] + P qqe[i] + δqexp[i], (5)

where the second term of Equation (5) maps the applied

static torques on d̂q, effectively canceling out f cmd⊥. This

term is of major importance, since d̂q changes permanently

with proceeding estimation of d̂p, but also with changing
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TABLE I

MANIPULATION PARAMETER

LWR sampling interval 0.002s
Virtual joint stiffness KP = 40I7Nm/rad
Order of Moving-Average filter n = 500
Deadband threshold vth = 0.01m/s
Exploration speed κ = 9N/s

manipulator configuration, due to the dependency of (4) on

J(q).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments have been carried out on our KUKA

LWR-IV lightweight arm. The manipulator was running a

joint space impedance controller, which details can be found

in [20]. The important parameters and their default values

for the experiments are listed in Table I. The values were

chosen heuristically, to obtain satisfactory results in terms of

execution time, stability and robustness.

All graphs in this section show the estimation error angle ǫ
between dp and d̂p in black and the static component of the

applied erroneous static forces ||f cmd⊥
|| in red. The norm of

the measured erroneous interaction forces (computed from

joint torques) is plotted in dashed magenta.

The first set of experiments is a comparison between our

approach and a Cartesian trajectory-following strategy, both

using the same estimation method from Section III-A. The

Cartesian SPG uses inverse kinematics to move the virtual

end effector along d̂p and projecting its desired position on

the line, defined by the current end effector position and d̂p,

using the orthogonal projector P p from Section II-D. The

Cartesian exploration speed was chosen to provide a roughly

similar performance in terms of execution time as the joint

space SPG.

The task was to pull up a 1.2kg mass for 0.3m. The

motion of the mass was restricted to a linear trajectory. This

setup was realized by a drawer in a vertical configuration

(see Fig. 1b). The graphs in Fig. 3 show the data for our

approach and the trajectory-following strategy, each with

different initial errors. It can be clearly seen, that for the

trajectory-following strategy, where interaction forces are not

considered, erroneous forces remain, even for very small

estimation errors. This is due to the misalignment of the

Cartesian position deviation and the applied static forces for

joint space compliance. In our approach, for large initial esti-

mation errors, erroneous forces build up, until the mechanism

starts moving and a descent estimation is obtained. After this,

the erroneous forces vanish rapidly. Note also, that forces

build up linearly for the proposed method according to κ.

For the measurements in Fig. 4, the drawer is in a

horizontal configuration (see Fig. 1a), imposing a nearly

pure kinematic constraint, with only small forces required.

Also, in this case our approach performs better in terms of

applied erroneous forces, even though not as clearly as in

the dynamically constrained case.

To test our approach also for circular trajectories and

evaluate its robustness, we performed an experiment in

turning a crank with varying radius and κ (see Fig. 1c). As

can be seen from the left graphs in Fig. 5, our approach

was successful, even for very small radii (please also see the

attached video). However, one observes increasing estimation

errors when shorten the radius. From the right graphs in

Fig. 5, which show data for turning a crank with radius

17cm and varying the values for κ, it can be seen, how

increased exploration speed leads to larger estimation errors

and erroneous forces. This comes from the delay, introduced

by the filter (3), highlighting the major disadvantage of this

simple estimation method.

Our approach also proved its robustness when we man-

ually disturbed the manipulation procedure or manipulated

devices with changing required forces, e.g. microwave door

in Fig. 1d (this can be seen in the attached video).

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a set-point-generator for indirect-force-

controlled manipulators in order to operate kinematically and

dynamically constrained mechanisms. Neither a model of the

mechanism, nor specific knowledge about the required inter-

action forces are assumed, which makes the method quite

versatile. We also make only very general demands on the

manipulator, performing the task. Experiments have shown

the robustness and generality of the proposed controller for

various mechanisms.
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